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Abstract— A planning and control methodology is

developed for manipulating passive objects by
cooperating orbital free-flying servicers in zero gravity.
Both on-off base thrusters and manipulator continuous
forces are used in handling on-orbit passive objects and
eliminating the effects of on-off control on them. For two
different contact types, the system dynamics are
presented. Using a two-layer optimization process, a
planning strategy for the trajectory tracking motion of a
passive object including optimal end-effector contact
point selection, is developed. A model-based controller
adapted to the special characteristics of the system such
as the unilateral constraints and the on-off thrusting, is
presented and its response is discussed, for both contact
cases. The manipulation strategy is illustrated using a 3D
task. For the cases studied, the system performance
exhibits desirable response characteristics, such as
remarkable positioning accuracy and reduced thruster
fuel consumption.
Index Terms—Space robotics, robot cooperation, freeflying robots, object manipulation on orbit.
I. INTRODUCTION

T

he growing number of orbital structures and the rapid
commercialization of space require systems capable of
fulfilling tasks such as construction, maintenance, astronaut
assistance, docking and inspection, or even orbital debris
handling and disposal. These tasks fall under the concept of
On-Orbit Servicing (OOS), a relatively new but growing
area of interest in space. Some of these tasks can be
performed by astronauts in Extra Vehicular Activities
(EVA). However, EVA is dangerous and subject to
limitations such as limits to the force/torque an astronaut can
apply, the motions that can be performed or even the EVA
temporal constraints. To relieve astronauts from EVA, to
enhance performance and to extend the range of feasible
tasks, robotic servicers will be required.
As man’s activities in space proliferate, passive object
manipulation functions such as debris handling and
deorbiting, handling of fuel-less satellites or even handling
of orbital-construction parts, are going to be on demand
increasingly. Large manipulators such as the Canadarm 2
(C2), mounted on a large base such as the International
Space Station, are already used for object manipulation. In
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such cases though, the manipulator base is so large
compared to the handled object that the base can be
considered quasi-fixed. Similarly, the maximum allowed
payload for the space shuttle Canadarm was one third of the
Shuttle’s mass. To handle larger payloads, additional
servicers would be required. Systems like the above are
designed for limited on orbit mobility and cannot be
available on demand at various locations on orbit. They also
move payloads with respect to their base, and not with
respect to a Cartesian frame or to another object. In the
former motion, attitude disturbances may not be important,
while in the later they must be considered. To address such
challenges, multiple cooperating robotic servicers handling a
payload of size comparable or larger than their own is
proposed. To this end, the dynamics, planning and control of
such systems must be studied.
Robotic OOS has been discussed a lot during the last two
decades, and a number of architectures have been proposed
[1]. Important robotic tasks, such as orbital assembly and
debris handling, require passive object handling capabilities.
The first step in the handling procedure is to securely grasp
the passive object, a task called docking. Studies in this field
have provided several theoretical approaches [2], [3], some
of which resulted in experimental servicers [4], [5].
However, actual handling of a captured passive object has
not been studied adequately and issues such as large object
handling remain open. On-orbit object handling has
similarities to cooperative manipulation of passive objects
on Earth [6]-[17], with the additional complexities that in
space no fixed ground to support the manipulators exists,
thus letting momentum changes to play a key role in body
motion, and that the development of control forces is of onoff nature, thus reducing system positioning capabilities.
Several prototype robotic servicers have been proposed
and studied since the 1990’s [4], [5], [18], [19].
Nevertheless, only a few studies exist concerning the
dynamics and control of an already captured object.
Dubowsky et al. proposed a control method for handling
large flexible objects, aiming at reducing flexibility-induced
vibrations. Robotic servicers use their thrusters as a low
frequency control of rigid body motion, and their
manipulators, as a high frequency control, cancelling out
vibrations this motion causes on the flexible modes [20].
Fitz-Coy and Hiramatsu presented a post-docking control
approach based on game theory, minimizing interaction
forces, and thus helping avoid the loss of firm grasp [21].
Moosavian et al. presented a passive object manipulation
method by a single servicer with multiple manipulators,
aiming at an object prescribed impedance behavior, in case
of contact with the environment [22]. In a simplified 2D

example, Tooglia et al. presented a multiple sservicer
manipulation method of a passive objeect, focusing on the
dvantage of acctuation
modularity off the system, and taking ad
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Fig. 1. Handlling of a rigid passive
p
body by a number of coooperating
free-flyers equippped with man
nipulators, in sp
pace structure assembly
operations.

The presennt work exten
nds this conccept and deveelops a
strategy for handling
h
an already
a
capturred passive ob
bject in
space. The strategy usses both onn-off thrusterrs and
c
forrces/ torques applied on ann object
manipulator continuous
by a numberr of robotic servicers,
s
rem
moving the efffect of
limit cycles on
o the object, and
a improving
g its handling both in
terms of accuuracy and of fuel consumeed. Both the case of
object firm grrasp by manip
pulator end-eff
ffectors, and thhe more
restrictive casse of point contacts are sttudied in thiss paper.
The equationns of motion of the system consisting of the
servicers andd the object are obtained and a modeel-based
control algoriithm is develo
oped. For both
h grasping moddes, the
controller peerformance is
i characterizzed by rem
markable
positioning acccuracy with limited thrustter fuel consum
mption,
as opposed too that of pure on-off contro
ol. The robusttness of
the controllerr and the diffferences betw
ween the twoo grasp
modes are alsso addressed.

II. MAN
NIPULATION BY FREE-FLYIN
NG SERVICERS
A passive obbject on orbit can be manippulated emplo
oying
tw
wo main technniques. In the first, servicerrs come into direct
d
contact with it and use their thrusters to control
c
its mo
otion.
o
In the second, servicers esttablish contacct with the object
n with manipu
ulator
usiing manipulattors, and conttrol its motion
annd servicer basse coordinatedd actions.
In employinng the first technique, thhe object motion
ressponse is essentially the same
s
with thaat of a rigid freefly
ying system, such
s
as a sateellite, controllled by its thru
usters
onnly. At presentt, to protect th
hruster valvess from the exttreme
spaace conditionns, the controol for these systems
s
is on
n-off,
iniitiated by a PD
D law acting on an error variable.
v
How
wever,
onn-off thrustingg results eitherr in chatteringg, which wearrs the
thrrusters and inncreases fuel consumptionn, or in deadb
bandindduced limit cyycles, that red
duce fuel connsumption butt also
poositioning acccuracy [27-288]. Note thatt although on-off
o
thrrusting is adeequate in poiint-to-point op
perations, succh as
doocking or satelllite attitude corrections, it is
i not adequatte for
complex trajecttory tracking as required in passive object
o
w
position and timee pairs musst be
maanipulation, where
achhieved with sm
mall errors.
In employingg the second technique,
t
thee manipulator may
contact the objject either with
w
firm graasp or with point
p
l
case, thhe manipulatoor end-effectorr just
contact. In the latter
touuches the passive object, without beinng able to puull it
(un
nilateral consstraint) or to exert
e
momentts on it. Alth
hough
firrm grasp is ssafer and moore practical, it is not always
feaasible (e.g. inn active orbitaal debris remooval), hence point
p
contact is consiidered also. The
T use of maanipulators sh
hould
ressult in smoothher passive obbject handlingg (since continnuous
forrces are applieed on it) and smaller
s
errors,, while positio
oning
reqquirements foor the servicerr bases can bee relaxed, lowering
thrruster firing annd thus fuel coonsumption annd thruster weear.
The aim of thhis paper is too study the finne positioningg of a
paassive object in space, whhile eliminating on-off coontrol
efffects on its motion,
m
and minimizing
m
thee required thrruster
fueel. To this ennd, the introduuction of mannipulators, for both
thee point contacct and firm grasp
g
cases, iss compared to
o the
dirrect contact on-off techniquue. For serviccers equipped with
maanipulators, three assumpptions are made:
m
(i) single
s
maanipulator serrvicers are em
mployed for simplicity,
s
(iii) the
serrvicer and passive objeect masses and inertias are
considered as much
m
larger than
t
those of the manipulaators,
whhile all relativve accelerationns and velocitties are very small.
Foor these reasonns, manipulattor inertia effeects are negleected,
(iiii) gravity efffects are negglected due too small maneeuver
duurations com
mpared to orbital tim
mes. Manipu
ulator
kinnematics, i.e. manipulator posture, woorkspace size,, and
torrque propagation, are takenn into account.
m
Successful exxecution of a manipulation
task is subject to a
nuumber of requiirements, desccribed briefly below.
(a) Manipulattor workspacee constraints must
m be respeccted.
(b) For safeety reasons, thrusters
t
poinnting towardss the
obj
bject or towardds another servvicer should be
b turned off.
(c1) In the ffirm grasp caase, at least two servicerss are
needed. To conntrol an objeect in six deegrees of freeedom
DOF), three foorces and threee torques musst be exerted on
o it.
(D
Th
herefore, a single serviccer equippedd with a single
s

manipulator could achieve handling. Nevertheless, because
of requirement (b), a single servicer will face the problem of
not being able to exert thruster forces in one or more
directions. Thus, even in the case of firm grasps, a number
of cooperating free-flyers are needed, with two servicers
being the minimum. In practice, the number of the servicers
also depends on whether they are capable of applying the
required magnitude of forces/ torques on the object.
(c2) In the point contact case, at least three singlemanipulator servicers are required to produce any required
force and torque vector on the passive object. This results
from the fact that two manipulators with a point contact are
not able to exert on the passive object a torque around an
axis parallel to the line connecting the two contact points.
(d) To protect thruster valves from space conditions,
continuous or pulse-width-modulation (PWM) thruster
control is avoided in space. This is because the generation of
low control thrusts (e.g when the tracking errors are small),
requires rapid thruster switching (up to several thousand
times per second). However, electromechanical thruster
valves cannot follow rapid PWM commands, deteriorating
controller response and performance. Rapid switching may
result in valve closing before it has fully opened, or opening
before it has fully closed, resulting in nozzle ice formation,
deterioration of thruster performance, and eventual damages.
For example, the performance of thrusters deteriorates to
levels below 80%, if the duration of thrust pulses is less than
300 ms, even for 1N thrusters [29]. Simple on-off or Pulse
Width Pulse Frequency (PWPF) modulation, both with
minimum on/off times, are not subject to these limitations
and are preferred in space [30-33]. However, even these are
used in satellite attitude control where thruster firing is
sparse, and not in trajectory tracking, where the controller
must update thrust values several times per second.
(e) In the point contact case, manipulators can only push a
passive body, introducing unilateral constraints and
complicating manipulation. Such issues have been studied
for terrestrial systems, but not for systems in zero-g, where
the absence of a fixed base or of gravity pulling all bodies
towards the same direction, makes the aspect of losing
contact a critically important parameter. Thus, to avoid endeffector slipping, or risking losing the object, the applied
forces must stay within the local friction cone.
Since the focus of this work is on minimizing thruster fuel
during accurate object cooperative manipulation on orbit,
and having introduced the manipulation concepts as well as
the related assumptions and requirements, an important
question arises: Is the introduction of manipulators
beneficial for passive object manipulation? Or more
specifically, can they result in accurate trajectory tracking
control of a passive object not subject to limit cycles, while
limiting thruster fuel use? Next, we will demonstrate that the
answer is affirmative on both counts.
III. SPATIAL SYSTEM DYNAMICS
The dynamics of a system of n orbital robotic servicers
controlling a rigid passive body via manipulators is studied
next. The equations of motion for passive object (i =0) and
free-flying servicer bases (i =1,…,n) have the form [34]:

i  Ci  qi , q i   Qi
Hi q

(1)

where qi are the generalized coordinates for the object (i =
0) and the servicer bases (i = 1,…, n),

qTi  riT , Ti    xi , yi , zi ,  i , i ,  i 
T

T

(2)

where [xi yi zi]T is the position vector ri of body i with
respect to the Cartesian frame and [θi φi ψi] T denote the
Euler angles θi of the same body. If the attitude is close to an
Euler angle singularity, the attitude description is switched
to a different Euler angle set. Because of assumption (ii), the
manipulators act as end-effector force/torque transmission to
the servicer base. Hi are the 6×6 mass matrices of body i:
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where I3x3 is the 3×3 identity matrix, Ri is the rotation matrix
transforming vectors from the frame i to the Cartesian frame,
Ii and mi are the inertia matrix and mass of body i
respectively, Ei is a 3×3 matrix mapping the Euler rates  i
of body i to its angular velocity ωi :
i  Ei  i
(4)
Ci are 6×1 vectors containing the nonlinear velocity terms,
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and Qi (i = 1,…,n) are 6×1 vectors that include thruster
forces, reaction wheel moments and manipulator forces/
torques acting on the ith servicer base,
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 T
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j 1

 

(6)

where nt is the number of thrusters, fij and ni are the thruster
forces and reaction wheel moments acting on the ith servicer
base, fbi and nbi are the forces and moments transmitted to
the ith servicer base by its manipulator, dij is the vector
locating the jth thruster of the ith servicer base with respect to
the base CM, and pi is the position vector locating the ith
manipulator mount with respect to the base CM, (see Fig. 2).
The manipulators can be attached to the object through a
firm grasp or through a contact point. In the case of firm
grasp, the vector Q0 includes forces and moments applied on
the passive object by the n end-effectors:

 n

f Ei

q f 0  

i 1



Q0  
n
q n 0  ET   d  f   n  
i
Ei
Ei 
 i  
i 1
 

(7)

where fEi, nEi are respectively the forces and moments
applied to the passive object by the ith end-effector, and di is

the vector loccating the ith manipulator
m
coontact point Ai at the
passive objectt, with respectt to its CM, seee Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Passivee object (0) and the
t ith free-flyer with
w a single maniipulator.

In the casee of point coontact, (1)-(6)) still hold; hhowever
here, end-effeectors cannot apply
a
torques. Thus (7) beccomes
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Combiningg the above eqquations for alll the n + 1 boodies to
a single matriix equation, th
he following iss obtained:

Hq  C  q, q   Q
(9)
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T
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T
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In the poinnt contact casee, and in accoordance to (c22), three
servicers are needed, as oppposed to at leeast two for tthe firm
g
grasp
case, seee (c1). In thee rest of the paper, for com
mparison
reasons, we assume three servicers for booth cases.
V. CONTROLL DESIGN AND STABILITY
IV
In derivingg a controller to eliminate errors, a num
mber of
methodologiees can be useed. Nevertheleess, systems ssuch as
the one in diiscussion are highly nonliinear; in suchh cases,
backstepping [35] can acccommodate noonlinearities ddirectly
h
Accordinng to this metthod, we “stepp back”
and is opted here.
at each iterattion, in order to create the control inputs from
the simple suubsystems of a more compplex dynamic model.
By transform
ming into new
w variables at each iteraation, a
nonlinear sysstem can be led
l to displayy linear behaavior, if
there are no uncertainties
u
o the dynam
on
mic system moodeling.
Since backsteepping can av
void the elim
mination of noonlinear
quantities in the controller, importannt for stabiliity and
trajectory traccking, it ensurres the controllled system staability.
In the firm
m grasp casee, the backsteepping methoodology
results in a model-basedd controller, which is used
u
to
compute the necessary innertial forces and momentss to be
applied to thee passive objecct, as follows,

0, d  K P 0 e0  K D 0 e 0 
Q 0   01x 3 , C*0T   H 0  q
T

(14)

whhere e0 = q0,d
– q0, q0,d is the passiive object deesired
0
traajectory, and KP0, KD0 are constant
c
gain matrices.
m
Note that moddel-based conntrol such as thhe one in (14)) uses
knnowledge of innertial propertties, which maay not be avaiilable
alw
ways, as is thhe case with non
n man-madee objects. In those
t
casses, these properties
p
can
n be obtained by param
meter
ideentification methods,
m
such as
a those in [366]-[38].
The Q0 forcess and momentts in (14) must be applied by
b the
thrree end-effecttors grasping the passive object, i.e. byy the
thrree fEi forces and three nEi moments. However,
H
these are
subbject to consttraints. As meentioned earlieer, thrusters faacing
thee passive objeect are deactiivated. Thereffore, no forcees are
available to pussh a servicer away
a
from thee passive objeect, if
its distance is leess than a preeset thresholdd. This task caan be
acccomplished by
b its manipullator through the applicatio
on of
ann appropriate reaction
r
fbi, see (6). The free-flying
fr
serrvicer
controller (presented later on) calculaates the requ
uired
reppulsive force fij_r to pushh the serviceer away from
m the
obj
bject. This forrce though, is applied as a component of
o the
maanipulator reaaction fbi. Thuus, to move the servicer away
a
froom the object,, this component of fbi, musst be at least equal
e
to the calculatedd fij_r. Contactt force -fEi is subject
s
to the same
constraint, sincee, due to assuumption (ii), fbi is equal too -fEi.
Th
hus, if there iss need for a reepulsive force for the ith serrvicer
aloong the r-direcction in the noo-thrusting areea, (15) must hold:
h

 f bi rˆ  rˆ    f Ei rˆ  rˆ  fij _ r , i  1, 2,3

(15)

whhere r̂ denotes the unit vectoor along the r--direction.
f the end-efffector
Equations (7)), (14) and (155) must hold for
forrces fEi and moments nEi
.
Although
(14) dictatess the
E
generalized forcces Q0 to act on
o the object,, fEi and nEi caannot
be calculated by
b equating (77) and (14) due
d to redunddancy
annd the existennce of constraaints. Therefoore, a methodd for
ressolving applieed to end-effecctors forces must
m be employ
yed.
Several methhods for forcce distributioon, developed
d for
terrrestrial fixedd-base system
ms, exist in the
t
literaturee, for
example [39] – [43], dependding on the prroblem solved
d, i.e.
nuumber of conntacts, type of contacts, type of motion
expected, etc. On
O orbit, no fixed bases exist, as serrvicer
baases are “flyying” consum
ming scarce thruster fuel. To
adddress the on orbit problem, a two-layyered optimizzation
meethod is introoduced. The first
f
layer aim
ms at loweringg the
demands in conntrol forces/ moments and
d subsequently in
T
is becausse on orbit, thhe applied coontrol
thrruster fuel. This
forrces/ momennts on the passive obbject appearr as
dissturbances on the servicers,, and their rejeection requirees use
off reaction wheeels and thrusteers. This layerr mainly is ussed to
n; it is not critical for this
obbtain a forcee distribution
disstribution to be the optim
mal one. Thee second lay
yer is
developed so that
t
the maxximum contro
ol forces/mom
ments
b identifying the optimal set
s of
needed are furthher reduced by
l
the fuel consump
ption.
contact points, thus further lowering
m as described, we adop
pt an
Haaving set up the problem
appropriate connstrained non
nlinear optimiization routin
ne to
p
yieeld both end--effector forcces/moments and contact point
loccations.

Note that the two-layer optimization yielding the optimal
contact points does not need to be executed in real time. In
fact, it must be performed off-line, so as to obtain the
optimal contact points, subject to geometric constraints, as
preparation for the actual motion. During the actual motion,
only the first-layer of the optimization method needs to be
running, to resolve the required control force/ moments to
the end-effectors, while the contact points are assumed to be
given. This improves the execution time of the algorithm.
First layer. We set the three end-effector forces fEi and the
three end-effector moments nEi, as the design parameters.
Equation (7) is a linear constraint, while (15) is a non-linear
constraint to be observed. Applying (14), the desired
trajectory provides the required generalized object forces.
Then, the optimization process returns the contact forces fEi
and moments nEi that must be applied by the manipulators so
that the object trajectory is followed, the forces/moments
norm is minimized and the constraints observed. To that end,
the performance index is chosen as,
3
 3

1 (t )  12 min    f Ei2   w2   n 2Ei  
n Ei ,f Ei
i 1
 i 1


(16)

so that the weighted sums of the squared norms of both the
applied forces and moments is minimized. In (16), w2 is a
weighting factor with appropriate units. The initial guess for
each optimization step is the fEi and nEi of the previous step,
while for the first step, the initial guess is fEi = nEi = 0.
The case of point contacts is described by (1) to (12),
where (7) is replaced by (8). The model-based controller of
(14) is used again. In this case, though, unilateral constraints
are introduced for the contact forces fEi. To avoid loss of
contact, these forces must have a normal component towards
the object. Thus the following constraint must hold
f Ei si  0, i  1, 2,3
(17)
th
where si is the unit vector at the i contact point Ai,
perpendicular to the surface of the passive object and facing
outwards. In addition, these forces must remain within the
friction cone of the contacting surfaces, so that slip of the
end-effector on the surface of the passive object is avoided.
Therefore, an additional constraint for fEi must hold,





atan2 si   f Ei  , f Ei si  atan  i  , i  1, 2,3 (18)

where μi is the corresponding friction coefficient between
the two contacting surfaces. In (18), function atan2 is used to
take into account the direction of fEi.
Thus, in this case, (17) and (18) apply as additional linear
and non-linear constraints respectively and (8) is used as a
linear constraint, while (14) is again used as a non-linear
constraint. Moreover, the return of the optimization process
includes only the forces fEi, applied on the passive object by
the servicer manipulators. Thus, the performance index in
(16) is reduced to,

1 (t ) 

1

2 min
f
Ei

3

 f 
i 1

2
Ei

(19)

thus minimizing the sum of the squared applied forces.
The required generalized forces Q0 are resolved into the
nine contact force components fE by optimization. The two
vectors are related by: A fE = Q0, where the 6×9 matrix A

depends on the positions of the three contact points, with
respect to the passive object center of mass. Solution to this
problem requires that the matrix A AT is of full rank, i.e six.
This holds true always if at least two of the contact points do
not coincide with the passive object center of mass. Under
this assumption, the problem of force distribution has
infinite solutions, as stated in requirement c2. As is true for
all optimization techniques, a local minimum may result,
pointing to a suboptimal solution. However, the primary task
for the optimization, is to resolve the Q0 to the three contact
forces; this task is achieved still.
Second Layer. Since the fuel consumption depends on the
locations of the contact points, it is beneficial to search for
optimal contact point locations. To this end, an additional
optimization is set up, having the coordinates of the contact
point vectors di as the design parameters. This search can be
done offline, i.e. before the actual trajectories are executed.
The performance index is now of min-max type,



 2  min max 1 (t )
di

t



(20)

where the maximization over time t means that, for a given
set of di, the trajectory tracking motion is simulated and the
overall max Λ1(t), i.e. the worse force requirement over time
is obtained. The optimization process then chooses a
different set of di until max Λ1(t) is minimized during object
desired motion. The procedure yields the optimal contact
point vectors di, subject to geometrical constraints defined
by the object geometry. With the completion of the
optimization process, the optimal contact points for the freeflying servicers are obtained.
Next, the design of the servicer controllers, both in terms
of manipulator and in terms of servicer base position and
attitude (pose), is presented. Planning the desired servicer
trajectory is a complex process, as the servicer manipulator
will have to apply the required fEi on the object while
maintaining a desired pose of its base that takes into account
workspace and collision avoidance requirements. To this
end, appropriate initial servicer base pose with respect to the
passive object is chosen. Ιt is then desired that it is
maintained within certain safety limits, throughout the
motion. Hence, the desired servicer base trajectory qi,d is
computed based on the object trajectory and sent to its
motion controller, presented next.
In the case of firm grasp, the servicer motion controller
takes as feedback the pose of the servicer base and uses it to
compute the motion tracking errors, with respect to qi,d.
Employing a model-based controller, the control inputs on a
servicer are given by,
T

 6 T
T
*
i ,d  K Pi ei  K Di e i   Wi (21)
   fij  , n i   H i  q
 j1

where,
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*

The KPi, KDi are control gain diagonal matrices, H i and
C
defined in (3) and (5), ei = qi,d - qi is the tracking
*
i are

error, and fbib , nbi are thhe reaction forces
fo
and m
moments
transmitted too the ith serviceer base by its manipulator.
To apply the controlleer given by (21) and (222), the
ment nbi mustt be available. These
reaction forcee fbi and mom
are related too the manipuulator end-efffector force fEi and
torque nEi by the manipulattor force transsmission equattion,
T

Ji

 f Ei  f bi 



 03 x 3 I 3 x 3  n Ei  n bi 



(23)

where Ji is a 3×6 matrix, function of manipulator
m
pposture,
which resolvees the end-effeector force fEi and torque nEEi to the
base. Becausse of assumpption (ii), (233) yields fbi = -fEi.
Resolving fEi and nEi to jooint torques iss achieved ussing the
e
J
Jacobian,
omittted here for bbrevity.
manipulator end-effector
Taking into account
a
the veery slow motioons of space ssystems
and their dessign specificaations, it is reeasonable to assume
that manipullator actuatorrs will be aable to proviide the
required jointt torques.
Equation (221) can be seeparated into two
t
parts. Thee upper
part, consistinng of the first three equations, is indepenndent of
ni and thus can be solved for the thrustter forces fij, with fbi
given by (23)). Since the thhrusters are onn-off, the conntinuous
Σfij must be approximatedd using a swittching strateggy. This
( transformaation of
strategy incluudes the folloowing steps: (a)
the Σfij to the correspoonding serviccer base fram
me (b)
projection off the force along the three
t
thrusterr axes,
obtaining threee bi-lateral continuous forrces, (c) turninng each
thruster on, when
w
the corresponding continuous forcce value
exceeds a preeset threshold value ft. The rresult of this sstrategy
is six uni-lateeral on-off fij forces. This controller willl result
in adequate bounded
b
errors, such as thhe ones achieeved in
satellite attituude control. The
T on-off fijj can be usedd in the
lower part of (21) along wiith fbi and nbi, in order to obbtain ni.
Since wheeel-applied moments
m
are subject to limits,
moments exxceeding these limits caan be appliied by
employing paairs of on-off thrusters. In this
t case, conntinuous
ni of (21), (222) is also disccretized, usingg the same sw
witching
strategy as in the case of fijj, with a presett threshold vaalue nt.
t
fij_r
Recall at this point thhat the compputation of the
m the passive object,
required to keeep the serviccer away from
and needed in (15), is yet
y to be deffined. This fforce is
obtained by employing
e
moodel-based coontrol. To thiss end, a
control force Fmb,i is calculaated first accoording to,

Fmb ,i  diag(mi , mi , mi ) 
ri ,d  K rPi e r _ i  K rDi e r _ i  (24)

where KrPi and
a
KrDi are control gainn diagonal m
matrices,
while er_i = ri,d - ri is the error
e
betweenn the desired pposition
of the serviceer ri,d and thee actual positiion ri definedd in (2).
When the dirrection of si, defined in (17), lays in tthe nothrusting areea, and depeending on the
t
sign of Fmb,i’s
component along
a
the dirrection of si, the need ffor the
repulsive forrce fij_r is deecided. A neggative sign ffor this
component im
mplies the need for a repulsiive force, to push
p
the
servicer awayy from the ob
bject, and equual to the com
mponent
of the Fmb,i allong the direcction of si. A positive
p
sign implies
the opposite. In this case, the force cann be suppliedd by the
thrusters, andd thus, fij_r is zeero. Thereforee, fij_r is obtainned as:

 Fmb ,i si  si iff sgn   Fmb si  si   0
fij _ r  
iff sgn   Fmb si  si   0
0

(25)

Note that coontrollers (244) and (21)--(22) are distinct.
Coontroller (24)) is used too compute, by
b means off the
opptimization prrocess, the reqquired repulsive componen
nt of
fEi, and thus, because of asssumption (ii),, of fbi. This fbi is
useed in its turn,, in (21)-(22), to compute the
t thruster foorces.
Th
he controller in (21)-(22) computes a thruster repuulsive
forrce twice, onnce as a PD quantity in (21)
(
and oncce by
meeans of the fijj_r componentt of fbi, in (222). Because of
o the
reqquirement (b)), thrusters in the directionn of fij_r are tu
urned
off
ff, thus discardding the thrustter repulsive force,
f
and allo
owing
onnly the manipuulator to apply
y the fij_r as ann fbi componennt.
In the point contact case, (226) is used insstead of (23).

J iT f Ei  f biT

n biT 

T

(26)

Having obtaiined fij_r, the required endd-effector forcce fEi
cann also be obttained, as sho
own earlier inn Section IV,, and
theen the serviceer actuator in
nputs are com
mputed using (21),
(22
2) and (23) or (26). In thiss way, the optimization proocess
(Seection IV), which
w
providees the forces fEi acting on
n the
paassive object, provides alsoo the forces fij_r, acting onn the
serrvicers as coomponents of
o the reactioon of fEi onn the
serrvicers. Fig. 3 displays thee block diagraam of the serrvicer
control processs for both contact
c
cases.. The differeences
between the firrm grasp casse and the pooint contact case,
incclude a difference in the optimizationn process ((166) or
(19
9), a differennce at the passive
p
objecct applied foorces/
mooments ((7) orr (8)) and a difference in thee calculation of
o nbi
((223) or (26)), see
s Fig. 3. In both
b
cases, thhe forces/ mom
ments
actting on the paassive object are
a the same.

Fig. 3. Flowchartt of the servicers control algorithm
m.

Although serrvicer bases are
a subject to switching thrrusts,
thee forces/mom
ments appliedd by the maanipulator onn the
controlled passiive object aree continuous. This is becauuse a
m
serrvicer mass filters thrustts, and becaause joint motors
compensate actiively for any residuals, as thruster firing
g and
or are known a-priori. Thu
us the
its effects on thhe manipulato
paassive object motion can be controlleed with vanisshing
errrors, a respoonse that cannnot be achiieved using only
sw
witched forcess. The controller stabilityy for the paassive
obj
bject, for bothh contact-typpe cases, cann be shown using
u
Ly
yapunov’s gloobal stability theorem, with
w
the follo
owing
Ly
yapunov functtion,

1 T
 e0  0 2D 0e0  w0T  0 w0   0
2
with  0  diag (a0 (1),..., a0 (6))  0 and
w0 =e0   P 0  D 0 1 e0
V0  e0 , e0  

(27)

(28)
Differentiating (27) and using (1) to (5) for i = 0 along
with (14), (7) (or (8)) and (28), we obtain
V0  e0  0 K 3D 0 e0  0
(29)
simply by selecting the following condition
K P 0  K 2D 0
(30)
Using Barbalat’s Lemma [35], it can be shown that
(31)
lim V0   0
t 

and in conjunction to (29), the following is obtained
lim  e0   0
t 

(32)

Thus, the error e0 converges to zero (see (32)), proving the
stability of the proposed controller for the passive object.
Examining the stability properties of the servicer controllers
is more involved. As seen previously, model-based control
was used as an intermediate step in developing a switching
strategy for the on-off thruster forces. The nature of these
forces introduces errors in the relative positions and attitudes
between the passive object and each servicer. As mentioned
already, these errors need only to remain bounded within
certain limits; therefore the lack of asymptotic stability is not
a limitation. The boundedness analysis is complicated since
some of the forces are continuous (i.e fEi), while others are
switched (i.e. fij). However, the bounded control response
can be realized similarly to the on-off attitude control of
satellites. The boundedness of servicer motions is
demonstrated here via simulation results.
V. SIMULATIONS RESULTS
To demonstrate the developed methodology, we study the
case of three single-manipulator servicers, both when
applying point contact forces on the passive object and when
having a firm grasp over it. Each servicer base has thrusters
capable of producing forces or moments (thrusters facing the
object are deactivated), reaction wheels, and a single
PUMA-type manipulator. A series of simulations is run,
with realistic parameters in terms of thruster and reaction
wheel capabilities. The 2m×3m×2m orthogonal object has
mass of 180 kg. The free-flying servicers have mass of 70 kg
each, and their base is of cubic shape with a 0.7 m side. The
three contact points lie on the object surfaces with normal
vectors parallel to the xˆ 0 , xˆ 0 and ŷ 0 unit vectors of the
object body-fixed axes. The servicer thrusters develop per
axis a force of 20 N, while their trigger threshold is set to ft
=10 N. For attitude control, the servicers have additional
pairs of thrusters that develop torque of 2 Nm per axis, and
reaction wheels that can develop continuous torques up to nt
=1 Nm per axis. The manipulator on each servicer has a
reach of 2.1 m i.e. three times the cubic servicer base side.
The above system parameters, including the object/ servicer
mass ratio, were chosen taking into account realistic

scenarios. In particular, if the object/ servicer mass ratio is
too large, obviously either an extreme number of servicers
will be needed, or the task will be physically impossible,
depending on the required trajectory. With this ratio too
small, the interaction between servicers and the object can be
ignored. What is of interest here is the case in which the
masses are comparable; this yields the mass of the object.
The simulations are run on Matlab/ Simulink. Non-linear
constrained optimization function fmincon [44] is used to
obtain optimal end-effector forces/ torques and contact
points. The optimization code running on a current average
computer takes about 100 ms. In a dedicated computer with
optimized and compiled code, this time will be far smaller,
achieving a total loop time close to 100 ms. Although a
performance gap between space and ground processors
exists, long delays also occur in implementing new methods
in space, during which, space-qualified hardware advances;
thus this performance should be realizable by future systems.
The motion of all four bodies is simulated with the
passive object following a velocity trapezoidal trajectory in
all DOF, see Table I. The accelerations were chosen to be
compatible with servicer force/ moment capabilities. The
desired servicer relative position with respect to the passive
object is its initial relative position. This position is chosen
so as to accomodate adequately the expected relative motion
between each servicer and the passive object, and maintain
the manipulator in its kinematic and force workspace [45].
Thus, the servicer position task is to keep the manipulator
base at a distance of 1 m for two servicers contacting
opposing sides of the passive object and of 0.6 m for the
third servicer, measured along the object surface normal
vector passing from the end-effector contact point. The
servicer attitude control task is to maintain a relative attitude
with respect to the object approximately constant.

DOF
x0des
y0des
z0des
θ0des
φ0des
ψ0des

Table I. Passive object desired motion parameters.
const.
const. accel. up to
up to const. deccel. up to
(s)
veloc.
(s)
(m/s2)/
(s)
(m/s2)/
(rad/s2)
(rad/s2)
(m/s)/
(rad/s)
0.0003
56
0.0168
84
-0.0003
140
-0.00036
50
-0.018
90
0.00036
140
0.0002
59
0.0118
81
-0.0002
140
5*10-5
60
0.003
80
-5*10-5
140
-5
-5
7*10
55
0.00385
85
-7*10
140
10-4
65
0.0065
75
-10-4
140

First the case of point contact is demonstrated. The
bandwidth that corresponds to the control gains is
constrained by reaction wheel and thruster limits. Moreover,
higher gains would result in lower tracking errors, but more
frequent thruster firing, thus higher fuel consumption.
The tradeoff between tracking errors and fuel
consumption can be used to obtain the desired gains, for a
given desired motion. In this case, the control gains in (14)
are KP0 = 3.24, KD0 = 1.8 (for all passive object translational
DOF), KP0 = 0.64, KD0 = 0.8 (for all passive object
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As seen in Figs. 4, 5, an
nd 6, the passiive object folllows its
trajectory verry well. The errors in dispplacements frrom the
desired servicer base locaation with reespect to the object,
oscillate arouund zero, indiicating that thhe manipulatoor base
remains withiin bounds, seee Fig. 5c. Fig. 5d shows verry small
servicer attituude errors. By increasing the position control
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Fig. 4. Actuall trajectories of thhe passive object coordinates.

gaains of the seervicer, the errror displacem
ments are redduced
acccordingly. Ass expected, more
m
frequentt thruster firinng is
obbserved, thus increasing the fuel coonsumption. This
behavior demoonstrates how the introoduction of the
e
the performancee of the sysstem,
maanipulators enhances
lettting the servvicer base move
m
freely inn the manipu
ulator
woorkspace, firinng the thrusteers only whenn the manipu
ulator
approaches its workspace
w
lim
mits, while connstantly apply
ying a
T
continuous mannipulator force on the passive object. Thus,
thee servicers ffilter the infrrequent thrustter on-off foorces,
ressulting in conntinuous conttrol forces onn the object. As a
ressult, thruster forces
f
are spaarse, see Fig. 6b. The mom
ments
reqquired by thee servicer aree low and appplied by reaaction
whheels. If the wheels
w
becomee saturated, torrque-thrusterss fireupp, operating at one-tenthh of the thhruster maximum
pro
opulsion capaability, see Fig
g. 6c.
In Fig. 7a, the manipulaator joint angles for the first
serrvicer, as welll as their phyysical limits, are
a shown, foor the
casse of a PUMA
A-like manipuulator, see Fig.. 2 (with anglees θ11
annd θ12 correspponding to the
t
joints at the base off the
maanipulator andd with axes paarallel to the servicer
s
base z and
y axes respectiively). In Fig
g. 7b, the coorresponding joint
torrques are shown. As can
n be seen, no
n angle excceeds
maanipulator reaasonable phyysical limits, while the to
orque
reqquirements arre quite acceeptable. Note that the phy
ysical
lim
mits for both angles θ11 annd θ12 are ±90
0 deg. The su
udden
chhanges in the slope
s
of the jooint angles ressponses are due
d to
thrruster firing or
o to manipullator pushing the servicer away
a
froom the passivve object (in both
b
cases, thhere is a chang
ge in
serrvicer directioon).

θ (deg)

rotational DO
OF). The gains in (21) and (24) are KPi = KrPi =
0.16, KDi = KrDi = 0.4 (fo
or all servicerr translational DOF)
and KPi = KrPPi = 0.5625, KDi = KrDi = 0.75
0
(for all sservicer
rotational DO
OF), with i = 1,
1 2, 3.
For the dessired trajectorry in Table I, the actual traajectory
is displayed inn Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows the object
o
trackingg errors,
the servicer base
b
position tracking erroors, and the sservicer
attitude trackking errors, for
fo one of the servicers. For
F the
same servicerr, Fig. 6 show
ws the end-efffector applied forces,
the servicer thruster
t
forcess/ torques, and the reactionn wheel
torques. The same variab
bles for the other servicers are
h
similar and arre not shown here.
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0

50

t (s)

Fig. 7. Typical manipulator
m
joint--angles (a) and joiint-torques (b).

As shown in Fig. 7a, the typical
t
manipulator joint-an
ngles
vaary around thheir initial vaalues, keepingg the manipu
ulator
ennd-effectors weell into their workspace.
w
Thhese variations can
be reduced furthher by increassing control gains
g
KPi, KrPii, KDi
annd KrDi. Then, smaller serviccer base deviaations around their
desired (initial)) positions and
a
smaller variations off the
corresponding manipulator
m
jo
oint-angles θijj from their in
nitial
vaalues will resuult. Higher gaiins are expectted to lead to more
freequent thrusteer firing and thherefore increeased consump
ption
off fuel. This traddeoff can be resolved
r
by syystem operatorrs.
To show thhis, we assum
me that fuell consumptioon is
oportional too the integraal of all thruuster forces, and
pro
compare the ressponse correspponding to thee initial gains with
thaat that results from a set off higher gains, KPi = KrPi = 0.25,
KDi
c
b
between
Fig. 8a
8 to
D = KrDi = 0.5. A direct comparison
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Fig. 8. Typical manipulator joint-angles and fuel consumption, for the
initial servicer control gains (a and c) and for increased gains (b and d).

The response of the developed control law is compared to
the one where the forces/torques are applied to the passive
object by thruster equipped servicers (without manipulators)
in direct contact to it and actuated by (a) pure on-off control
with a deadband and, (b) by PWPF control, for the same
passive object desired motion (Table I). All mass properties
and the desired trajectory are kept the same. In both cases,
the control law is model-based as in (14), where the required
Q0 is transformed to the passive object frame.
In the pure on-off control case, each thruster is turned on,
when the corresponding continuous force or torque value
exceeds a preset threshold value ft or nt respectively. The
control gains were chosen as KP0 = 2.25, KD0 = 1.5 (for all
passive object translational DOF), KP0 = 6, KD0 = 3 (for all
passive object rotational DOF), while the threshold values
were chosen as ft = 18N and nt = 1Nm. In the PWPF case,
the PWPF modulator developed in [45] was employed. The
control gains and the signal filter parameters were chosen as
KP0 = 12.25, KD0 = 3.5, Km = 1, τm = 0.5 (for all passive
object translational DOF), KP0 = 9, KD0 = 3, Km = 1, τm =
0.95 (for all passive object rotational DOF), while the
threshold Uon = [ftT ntT]T values were chosen as ft = 18N and
nt = 1Nm and the Uoff values (hysteresis) were set at 80% of
the Uon ones (thus leading to htrans = 3.6 and hrot = 0.20).
These parameters ensure minimum pulse duration of 100 ms.
The applied thruster forces/ torques were again 20N and
2Nm respectively, for both the pure on-off and PWPF cases.
Fig. 9 shows the tracking errors and the corresponding
fuel consumption as a function of time, obtained again as in
Figs. 8c and 8d. In this figure, it can be seen that the
performance of the proposed system is superior to that of the
system without manipulators, for both PWPF and pure onoff control cases. Indeed, for the same fuel consumption
(Figs. 9a and 9b), the position error for the proposed system
is approximately six times less than the one for the PWPF
control (Figs. 9d and 9e). Moreover, it can be seen that the
performance of the PWPF control system is, as expected,
superior to that of the pure on-off control, since, for slightly
higher maximum tracking errors for the pure on-off control
case (Figs. 9e and 9f) the fuel consumption is more than
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thrusters), and (c), (e) without manipulators (pure on-off thrusters).
t (s)

To investigate controller robustness to parameter
variations, parametric inaccuracies, lag in applying thruster
forces, and error in the application of a manipulator force
were introduced, see Table II. The same controller and gains
as before were used. Fig. 10 displays the same variables as
those of Fig. 5. It can be seen that the tracking capability of
the system is still remarkable, while the servicers are again
within their workspace limits.
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double (Fig. 9b and 9c). The tracking error of both the
PWPF and the pure on-off control can be lowered with
higher control gains (or equally with lower triggering
thresholds), but that would result in a further increase in the
fuel consumption. Moreover, the fuel consumption of the
pure on-off control system can be lowered to the levels of
the other two systems, but that would result in very high
tracking errors. Note that for the thrusting of servicer bases
with manipulators, pure on-off control was used for
simplicity. If PWPF control were used, the fuel consumption
of the proposed system would be even lower.

First servicer base
displacement errors
(m)

Fig. 8b shows that manipulator joint angles vary less around
their initial positions for higher gains, while a comparison
between Fig. 8c and Fig. 8d shows that fuel consumption has
increased by more than 25%.
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Fig. 10. Point contact case with inaccuracies: Tracking errors in (a)
object position and (b) attitude, (c) servicer base displacement, and (d)
attitude.

Several more simulations with various inaccuracies were
run and had similar results; they are not shown here for
brevity. These show that the developed controller is
reasonably robust with respect to parametric and modeling
errors. The developed controller can be extended to include
adaptive capabilities. However, one should first consider the
benefit in the resulting response versus the complexity and
limitations of such algorithms.

Table II. Introduced Inaccuracies
Object
Object center of
Thruster Thruster
f23 lag
mass error mass position error f34 lag
-20%
-10%
0.4 s
0.4 s

Error in
force fE1
-10%
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
This work has studied the handling of an on orbit passive
object via servicers, employing both on-off thrusters and
manipulator continuous forces. In this technique, the on-off
forces are filtered by the manipulator-servicer system,
allowing accurate passive object motion and reducing fuel
consumption. The dynamics of three cooperating singlemanipulator free-flying robotic servicers, handling a larger
passive rigid object for the cases of firm grasps and for point
contacts were studied. Using a two-layer optimization
process, a planning strategy for trajectory tracking of a
passive object including optimal end-effector contact point
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